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Titolo brano principale

- Collège Antonin Perbosc, LAFRANCAISE, France
- OŠ Preska, MEDVODE, Slovenia
- Meldrum School, OLDMELDRUM, United Kingdom
- Základná škola Ivana Branislava Zocha, REVÚCA ,Slovakia
- CEIP Narciso Alonso Cortés, VALLADOLID, Spain
- Istituto Comprensivo M. Buonarroti, MARINA DI CARRARA, Italy
- Queen Mary School, SIBIU, Romania

Activities
- Survey of weather conditions and laboratory experiments
- Exchanges data in the etwinning workspace
- France Meeting: science workshops and presentations of activities report
- Light Experiments/Activities - each partner school prepared three experiments for three
different age groups
- Each partner choosed experiments from each country. Each school carried out three different types of experiments.
- The results of the experiments/activities recorded in various formats and uploaded in Twinspace
- Romanian meeting: science workshops and presentations of activities report
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Second meeting (9 th—13 th February 2011)
Collège Antonin Perbosc, Lafrançaise, France
During the second meeting the cooperation between the project coordinators was
improved and other teachers have been involved. In some cases French teachers
have allowed their European colleagues to support their ordinary activities.
The pupils followed the lessons of French teachers with great enthusiasm and
they took part in interesting workshops. actively .
In the French school we found spacious and comfortable classrooms and very well
equipped laboratories, the staff was wonderful!
Cultural and scientific visits were organized to the “City of space” in Toulouse and
to the town of Moissac and to its cathedral.
The welcome given by the authorities of the small town to the foreign delegations
was particularly warm and appreciated.
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Third meeting (25 th -29th May 2011)
Queen Mary School, Sibiu, Romania
On May26th, for the opening of the third meeting,
the partners met the Romanian teachers and students at “Queen Mary School” in Sibiu.
All the Romanian teachers and students of the school
made us a warm welcome and each foreign guest was
supported by a tutor.
At the beginning all the partners showed their works
about light and eco-garden. The students presented
the slides or the books about their experiences.
That day and the following the partners took part in
some workshops and lessons about scientific topics:
1)Astronomy for kids
2) Friendly science
3)Spektra and mirror
4)Sounds world
5)Water and colour
6)About life
7)Play and learn
8)Plants and their life.
All the pupils were involved in the experiments
by Romanian students and teachers They were
asked to try the experiments to give hypothesis or
to answer questions.
Science was also very “amusing” with the Magic cups,
the Levitation box, the Mini-rocket of tea bags and
the electric bugs.
During this stay in Sibiu, students and teachers visited the National History Museum, the Pharmaceutical Museum, the Weather Data Collection Station and
a Hydroelectric power Station. All these visits were
really interesting for the students.

Conclusions
•

The exchange of teaching
experiences through the
web are continuing

•

The exchanges in the
twinspace between students were started: they
continue to communicate
with each other via email

•

The European dimension
of schools and local communities involved is growing more and more

